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Motivation

OXYFLUX project

Objectives

Atmospheric oxygen (O2) measurements have proven
to be one of the most powerful tools to study the
carbon cycle at global scale, quantifying the carbon
dioxide (CO2) sink of terrestrial ecosystems and
oceans (Keeling et al. 1998). At ecosystem level, O2 is
closely related to CO2 through photosynthesis and
respiration, and is influenced by sources of nitrogen
during plant uptake. O2 thus carries valuable
information about terrestrial ecosystem processes
that cannot be learned from CO2 alone. However, the
potential of O2 measurements at ecosystem level has
not been exploited. The major hindrance has been the
technical challenges faced to measure atmospheric O2
at ppm level against a background concentration of
21%.

The ERC Consolidator grant OXYFLUX (2016-2021) is a
collaboration between the University of Goettingen,
Germany and the University of East Anglia, UK,
combining expertise in micrometeorological and high
precision atmospheric measurements and modelling
techniques.

1. Developing measurement systems for high
precision O2 fluxes using soil, stem, and branch
chambers as well as micrometeorological
techniques.

OXYFLUX aims to develop high precision O2 flux
measurements as a new ecosystem-scale tool for
understanding carbon and nitrogen cycle processes in
the terrestrial biosphere. One application is the
partitioning of net CO2 fluxes into assimilation and
respiration.

2. Assessing O2 and CO2 fluxes in a forest and an
agricultural site and identifying their drivers.
3. Developing O2 modules for a multi-layer canopy
model and a global land surface model for (a)
scaling O2 fluxes from soil, stem, leaf to ecosystem
scale and (b) assessing temporal and spatial
variability in O2:CO2 exchange ratios at global scale.

Work packages
WP1: Identify O2 fluxes of
ecosystem components

WP2: Micrometeorological measurements of O2
above forest and agricultural ecosystems

Custom-made automated soil,
stem and branch chambers will
be installed in a forest site and
an agricultural site to measure
continuously O2 fluxes at
hourly to seasonal time scales.

Oxygen fluxes at ecosystem scale will be assessed
using flux-gradient, true eddy accumulation, and/or
eddy covariance. A new laser spectrometer
(Aerodyne Inc., USA, see Fig. 2 left) allows fast and
precise O2 measurements (Fig. 2 right).
Fig. 2 Dual-laser system
TILDAS-FD-L2 O2 analyzer
(Aerodyne Inc.) (left); AllanWerle plot of the O2
analyzer showing the
precision at various
integration time, e.g. 4.4.
per meg at 100 seconds.

Fig. 1 Example setup for steadystate branch chamber
measurements combining a fuel
cell-based O2 system (Oxzilla, Sable
systems Int. Inc.) named ‘Calvin’
and a CO2/H2O Analyzer (Li-8100A,
LiCor Biosciences)

WP4: Modelling O2 fluxes at local and global scale

WP3: Oxidative ratios of organic material across
ecosystems from elemental analysis
The elemental composition of organic material provides
independent information on the oxidative state of terrestrial
ecosystems (Masiello et al. 2008). Besides comparing to our
O2 flux measurements at our sites, samples from FLUXNET
sites globally and along environmental gradients (fire
disturbances in Siberia and land-use change gradients in
Indonesia) will be collected to assess spatial pattern in the
oxidative state of the Earth.

Sites
Leinefelde
Managed beech forest
120 years, even-aged
Canopy height: 33 m
LAI: 6 m2 m-2
Elevation: 482 m a.s.l.
Stand density: 330 trees / ha
Reinshof
Agricultural Research Farm
240 ha, crop rotation
Elevation: 150 m a.s.l.

The multi-layer canopy model CANVEG (Baldocchi
1997) will be used to scale soil, stem and branch
measurements to ecosystem level, and to test the
sensitivity of net O2 exchange to processes occurring
at the plant or soil level. The global land surface
model CLM (Lawrence et al. 2011) will be expanded
to include O2 fluxes and used to assess regional to
global scale effects of environmental change on
O2:CO2 ratios.
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Fig. 3 Structure of the multi-layer biophysical
canopy model CANVEG simulating turbulence,
radiative transfer, trace gas exchange, energy
fluxes and other relevant processes
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